Closed trailers
L-1 & L-2
BOX VAN TRAILERS

SAPPHIRE L:
OPTIMUM PROTECTION
OF YOUR CARGO
Thanks to the Sapphire L, you can rely on your cargo reaching its destination fully intact.
The durable, closed superstructure has, as a standard, been provided with 2 rear doors with stainless
steel lock, hinges, and fasteners. Numerous other options and accessories are available as well,
including a side door, a tail ramp, sliding or rolling hatches, and presentation hatches.

L-1

As a result of the low loading floor, the Sapphire L hugs the road. In addition, various wall types are
possible. Do you intend to provide your closed trailer with commercial stickers? Then choose for
smooth ABS walls.

L-2

STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES

1
CLOSED TRAILERS
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Option: side hatch mounted,
opening either to the left or to the
right (in driving direction).
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Option: small hatch in side wall.
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Standard: robust chassis, which is
suitable for all single-axle versions
up to and including 1800 kg
Maximum Gross Weight.
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Standard: fully welded and galvanized
chassis, which is suitable for all doubleaxle versions up to 3500 kg Maximum
Gross Weight.
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Option: bevelled front (identical
angle approx. 40 x 40 cm).

Option: spoiler (polyester) mounted
on the front.

Option: aluminium sliding hatch in
side wall.
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Option: load-securing system
inside the closed superstructure,
provided with load-restraint tubing
and securing strap.

Option: 2 aluminium sliding hatches (maximum width 150 cm) in the
side wall, including centre post.

Option: aluminium rolling hatch
on the rear and sliding hatches on
both sides.

Option: tail ramp with gas springs
and provided with double locks on
the left as well as on the right-hand
side.

Option: tail ramp provided with
grey antiskid coating.
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Option: side door has been
provided with stainless steel locks
and hinges.

Option: aluminium imperial.

Option: lid hinged on the front
(possible with maximum dimensions
of up to 300 x 150 x 180 cm).

Option: LED-lighting.

All Hapert trailers have been provided with
the TÜV certified load-securing system!
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